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HIGHLIGHTS
JUNE 2016
EPICentre officially appointed
Dr. Francine Schlosser as
the Executive Director for
EPICentre. Dr. Schlosser
previously held the position
of Professor and Director,
Research and Interdisciplinary
Learning with EPICentre.

NOVEMBER 2016
EPICentre held the inaugural
province-wide RBC EPIC
Business Model Canvas
Competition. See more details
in the Campus & Community
Engagement section below.

JANUARY 2017

Wildeman, established the
EPIC Board of Advisors to
provide advice on increasing
visibility and relevance of the
EPICentre. The Board consists
of influential executives,
entrepreneurs and academics,
mainly from the Detroit and
Toronto areas.

FEBRUARY 2017
EPICentre took possession
of a new space at the Ed
Lumley Centre for Engineering
Innovation (CEI) in exchange
for the Industrial Courtyard.
The new space is named EPIC
Industrial Hub and will be used
as an incubation space and
experimental “makerspace”

The President of the

for student and youth

University of Windsor, Dr. Alan

startups.

RCB EPIC BMCC First Prize Winner: RockMass Technologies
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(Continued Feb 2017)

Currently, the space is
occupied by a student
startup, PepCo, as well as the
95-member UWin_3D Print
Club, mentored by UWindsor/
St. Clair alumnus, Nic
de Cosson.

APRIL 2017
EPICentre welcomed WEtech
Alliance to its space at EPIC
Innovation. WEtech Alliance is
the Regional Innovation Centre
(RIC) for Windsor-Essex and
Chatham areas. This will
create more opportunities
for EPICentre to collaborate
with WEtech to support youth
entrepreneurship in the region.
EPICentre signed an
agreement with St. Clair
College to extend our
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programs and services to St.
Clair College students. EPIC
Genesis, located at St. Clair
College, is the latest of three
locations of EPICentre.

EPIC VISION & MISSION
After two years
of operation,
EPICentre revisited
and redefined its
vision and mission
to align with its
unique strengths
and strategic
priorities as follow:
VISION
To support the transformation
of people into entrepreneurial
thinkers, and innovative ideas into
successful economic and social
enterprises through training,
mentorship and networking.
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MISSION
1) To provide experiential
entrepreneurial learning
opportunities that enhance
University of Windsor’s
mission regarding education
and research.
2) To provide skills, tools, and
networking to entrepreneurs and
professionals to launch and grow
economic and social initiatives.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
E.P.I.C
1) Embed experiential
entrepreneurial learning
across all disciplines.
2) Provide innovative youth
ventures with incubation and
maker-spaces on campus.
3) Integrate with regional
stakeholders, alumni, and
industry.
4) Create opportunities for
border-less innovation.

BLUE OCEAN
STRATEGY
After the strategic redrive, we
identified four “blue ocean
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strategies” that differentiate
EPICentre from other campus
entrepreneurship centres and
incubators. These included
a foundational strength in
student business consulting,
significant academic faculty
involvement, ability to provide
multi-disciplinary innovation
opportunities, and cross-border connections.
Over the next few years, we
will focus on opportunities
that allow us to build on these
strengths.

SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS
IN 2016-2017
EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES

Also in Fall 2016, EPICentre

In 2016, Odette business

took part in an international

student consultants worked

In Fall 2016, EPICentre

collaborative project between

with a local nutritionist, music

Oxford Brookes University in

studio, various engineering,

the UK and Odette School of

science and creative arts

Business. This international

faculty inventors, a London

multidisciplinary graduate

UK/ Detroit-based fashion

course consisted of students

startup, Hotel-Dieu Grace

from diverse disciplines (this

Healthcare, 3D printing

year: Business, Law and

consultancy, the Alumni

Nursing). UWindsor students

Association, and International

provided commercialization

Student Association.

piloted the Nimble Project
– a tri-faculty collaborative
experiment with Business,
Law and Engineering faculty
and students working with an
industry partner. The student
team developed a prototype,
business model and legal
strategy for a Canadian
entrepreneur.

The team was awarded
the University of
Windsor Undergraduate
Research Award for
their innovative multidisciplinary course
experiment.
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consulting to Oxford Brookes
bioscience students and
faculty.
More about it at:

www.oxfordmail.co.uk/
news/14838215.
Transatlantic_partnership_
gets_under_ way_at_
Oxford_Brookes/

ACCELERATION/
INCUBATION
ACTIVITIES

HIGHLIGHTS OF
EPICENTRE’S
STARTUPS

EPICentre supported a total
of 51 startup companies and
student ventures in 2016-17,
consisting of students and
youth in the EPIC Discovery
Program, RBC EPIC Founders
Program, and EPIC Incubation
Program. A total of 85
jobs were created by these
startups.

EPIC SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
SUCCESS FEATURE:

With private donations from
Roy Verstraete and Shibley
Righton, EPICentre launched
the Roy Verstraete Fall
Founders Cohort in the fall of
2016 to support five student
entrepreneurs.
Two of our startups, H & F
Foods and Amis Touring
competed at the Canada
Business Model Competition
in Halifax in February 2017.

Aphasia Friendly Canada
(Laura Pineault)
Laura Pineault completed
her Bachelor of Science
in Behaviour, Cognition
and Neuroscience from
the University of Windsor
in 2016. She was actively
involved with the University
of Windsor’s Clinical
Neuropsychology Laboratory
under the supervision of
Dr. Buchanan. Here, Laura

focused on offering services
and workshops for people
living with aphasia and other
communication disabilities.
Aphasia Friendly Canada
Accomplishments:
•

Summer 2016 cohort of
the RBC EPIC Founders
Program.

•

First place University of
Windsor Accessibility
Competition 2016.

•

One of eight finalists
in the 2016 Council of
Ontario Universities’
annual Innovative Designs
for Accessibility (IDeA)
student competition
for universities across
Ontario.

•

Currently conducting
aphasia training for
Tim Hortons managers
and supervisors across
Canada.

Including founders and employees, part-time and full-time.
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hackathon hosted by

and mentoring offered by

the Ontario Securities

EPICentre.

Commission (OSC).
George, Joshua and
Nyiha are members of the
Entrepreneurship Practice
and Innovation Centre
EPIC SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
SUCCESS FEATURE:

(EPICentre).
•

Summer 2016 cohort of

Amani (Joshua Ndolo)

the RBC EPIC Founders

Josh Ndolo was a participant

Program.

in the Fall 2016 RBC EPIC
Founders cohort. Joshua is

•

Accepted to the York UP
Summer program.

pursuing his Bachelor’s degree

EPIC SUSTAINABLE FOOD
SUCCESS STORY:
H & F Foods (Adrian Menzi)

infrastructure. His company,

Adrian Menzi founded H & F

Amani, is a startup that aims

Foods while taking the Lean

to use blockchain technology

startup course in his business

to manage, track and protect

curriculum in Winter and

domestic and international

Spring 2016. Following that,

trade transactions between

he was accepted into the 2016

SME’s simplifying trade

RCB EPIC Summer Founders’

finances.

Program, and received

blockchain technology
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Dalhousie University.
H&F Foods is an online store
that provides locally sourced

products include 100% grass-

the future financial services

RegHackTO 2016, a

Model Competition at

and hormone free. Current

Joshua believes blockchain

Participated in

in the Canada’s Business

with is antibiotic, pesticide

blockchain technology).

•

OCE. H & F Foods participated

that every farm they partner

technology behind them (i.e.

Amani Accomplishments:

for Smart Start funding from

their farmers and ensure

such as bitcoin and the

www.amanibl.com

Company. Adrian has applied

to your door. They hand-pick

interested in cryptocurrencies

technologies that will shape

fund, and the SBC Starter

from Ontario farms, straight

of Windsor. He is extremely

many new transformative

the WETech Libro Enterprise

organic meats and produce

in Economics at the University

technology is one of the

He also received support from

mentorship and funding to
further develop his ideas. He
then became an incubator
member at EPICentre in Fall
2016 and took advantage of
the 6 months free incubation

fed Dexter beef and federally
certified organic lamb.
This is a sustainable social
enterprise that creates
a flourishing cycle for
endangered species of
heritage cattle. All of their
meats can be purchased
online as single cuts, prepackaged boxes or even
custom tailored to fit your
needs. You can choose to
have your order shipped to
your door or pick up at an inhouse location.
www.hffoods.ca

ads on their vehicles.
Eigen was a top 5 finalist in
our EPIC RBC Business Model
Competition in November
2016.
www.eigenads.com.

EPIC HEALTH INNOVATION
SUCCESS STORY:
Walk-in Express
(Colin Matthews)
Colin is an undergraduate
computer science student
who founded ‘Walk-in Express’
in 2016. He was accepted
into the Roy Verstraete Fall
Founders Program, and
developed his clinic patient
management application
which he tested locally in
various walk-in clinics. Colin
won the WEtech sponsored
local tech award of $500 in
the EPIC RBC Business Model
Competition.
www.epicbmc.ca/results/

EPIC MARKETING
TECHNOLOGY SUCCESS
STORY:
Eigen Advertisement
(Connor Holowachuk)
Connor was a member of the
2015 summer EPIC Founders
cohort. However, after the
summer, he decided not to
pursue that idea, and went
back to school in the Fall
for 2nd year Engineering.
However, by Winter 2016,
he had founded Eigen
Advertisement and became
an incubator member at
EPICentre.
Eigen is a brand new startup
that offers advertising
solutions for local businesses.

He is still working on his idea,

Their sharing economy

but has returned to university

model allows for any driver

to complete his studies.

on the road to feature

Included in his courses in

advertisements from local

Winter 2017 was a course on

businesses. This model

lean startup, which involved

allows for local businesses

a team of business students

to advertise at much cheaper

helping him to develop his app

rates while drivers benefit by

for course credit.

getting paid for featuring the
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“Coming from the tech
world, I was foreign to
the principles of starting
a functional business,”
says Connor Holowachuk,
Founder of Eigen Ads
(2016).
“The EPICentre provided
me with the resources
and mentorship I needed
to make real money from
my ideas.”

www.substratasolutions.com
He was accepted into the OCE
GlobalStart program in 2016,
but chose to focus on current
North American customers,
like Intel. While still operating
Substrata, in 2016 Stan
founded Shine 5, a video and
digital media company. This is
EPIC PORTFOLIO
ENTREPRENEUR
SUCCESS STORY:
Substrata and Shine 5
(Stan Amyotte)

something he really enjoys.
www.shine5.ca
He’s been very successful
at operating both of these
companies, and has received

In 2013, Stan, a Chemistry

mentoring and sponsorship

graduate, founded Substrata

support from the OCE CLA

Thin Film Solutions, which

program. Stan has also

specializes in thin films and

mentored another startup

coatings solutions for both

in EPIC Innovation: Eigen

academic and commercial

Advertisement.

markets. It offers a full suite
of gold- and silver-coated
substrates and includes a
custom coatings division
for thin film prototyping.
Substrata is also one of the
recipients of UWindsor’s
FedDev Scientists and
Engineers in Business “Global
Start” Fellowship Program in
2013.
He was also part of the OCE
ELP program hosted by
Centre for Enterprise and Law,
and was our first incubator
member at EPICentre.
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According to Stan:

“The EPICentre
has provided me
with all of the
space, support,
and financing
that I needed to
successfully launch
my businesses. I am
forever grateful.”

AWARENESS/OUTREACH
ACTIVITIES
CAMPUS &
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
EPICentre hosted a total of
97 programs, competitions,
workshops, tours, events
and class presentations that
were participated by 2,974
students and youth from the
community from May 1, 2016
to April 30, 2017.
EPICentre partnered with
the Alumni Association to
launch 10,000 Coffee platform
to connect community
professional mentors with
student entrepreneurs.
EPICentre also co-hosted an
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alumni event with the Alumni
Association in Toronto in May
2016 to engage with alumni
residing in the GTA area.
EPICentre hosted the Ontario
Centres of Excellence’s
Campus-Linked Accelerator
quarterly networking meeting
on October 12 and 13, 2016.
The meeting was attended
by over 80 people, including
OCE’s staff and staff of postsecondary institutions who are
part of the CLA network.
EPICentre held the inaugural
province-wide RBC EPIC
Business Model Canvas
Competition (BMCC) on

November 25 and 26, 2016.
This competition is a feeder
to the Canada Business
Model Competition held in
Halifax. A total of 15 teams
from across Ontario made the
semi-annual round and came
to the University of Windsor
to compete for the first and
second prizes.
In March 2017, EPICentre
executed a friendship
agreement with DMZ to
provide reciprocal hotdesk
work space for entrepreneurs
at each respective incubator
to expand to markets outside
of their geographical area.

ENTERPRISING ALUMNI MEET & GREET

In March 2017, EPICentre co-hosted two alumni events at the National Club
in Toronto with the Odette School of Business and the Faculty of Law to
meet with our past alumni.
One was with the MBA/JDs and the other with Enterprising alumni, including
business and legal consulting, and previous entrepreneurship centres.
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CROSS BORDER &
INTERNATIONAL
ENGAGEMENT

engage with other innovators
and entrepreneurs in those
facilities.

EPICentre co-hosted the
Cross-border Hacking Health
with WEtech in May 2016.
Hacking Health is a crossborder initiative between
Detroit and Windsor where
each city takes turns to host
the event every other year.

EPICentre introduced
campus entrepreneurship
centre representatives from
approximately 40 institutions
across Ontario to Detroit’s
Techtown in October 2016.

(see image on previous page)

EPICentre will be collaborating
with the World Health
Innovation Network (WHIN), a
Network Centre of Excellence
by leading a health innovation
competition in late 2017.
EPICentre is a part of the
Medhealth Cluster of Detroit
and Michigan-based health
and entrepreneurship
institutions.
EPICentre introduced 16
students and staff on a tour
of Automation Alley and
Techshop in Michigan to
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MARKETING
CAMPAIGNS
EPICentre hired Shine5
Productions, an EPICentre
incubator member, to produce
two promotional videos that
were released at Lakeshore
Cinema from March to June,
2017.
They were featured on
EPICentre’s Facebook. Videos
can be watched on Youtube:
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0Z7B5o0M274
EPICentre strategically ran
advertising campaigns
throughout the year to reach

its target markets. In addition
to running promotional videos
at Lakeshore Cinema for three
months, EPICentre placed ads
with BizX Magazine, Windsor
Star and Postmedia and
Facebook. All the above ads
have reached an estimated
readership of 441,000.
Through LinkedIn, Dr.
Schlosser has developed
a network of contacts with
1,500 CEOs and senior alumni
from Windsor, Toronto and
Waterloo.
In April 2016, EPICentre
was featured in the “Odette
Review”, a sponsored
supplement to the Windsor
Star.
EPICentre’s social media
platforms, Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn, have over
2,400 subscribers; and over
6,400 people subscribed to
EPICentre’s newsletters and
email communications.

FUNDING FOR THE
EPICENTRE
In collaboration with Genesis
Centre at St. Clair College,
EPICentre was successful
in the Campus Start grant
from The Ontario Centres of
Excellence. This is the renewal
of the previous CampusLinked Accelerator grant that
ended March 31, 2016.

THE $700,000
CAMPUS START
GRANT WILL RUN
FROM APRIL 1, 2016
TO MARCH 31, 2018.
EPICentre received
$7,500 from Roy
Verstraete to support
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the Roy Verstraete Fall
Founders Program.
Shibley Righton also
contributed to support
a founder in Community
Impact in Windsor-Essex
project for $3,000 a year
for the next five years.
Dr. Sushil Jain, an
alumnus of University
of Windsor, donated
$10,000 to support the
Blue Sky Competition
prizes for the next three
years that will be called
The Sushil Jain UWin
Triple I Awards.

Over 2016 and early 2017,
EPICentre applied for grants
covering social innovation
programming, from Libro
Prosperity (pending) and
Social Enterprise Partnership
for Southwest Ontario
(awarded beginning March 1,
2017).

EPIC CHAMPIONS

DR. ALAN
WILDEMAN

DR. K.W.
MICHAEL SIU

DR. MITCH
FIELDS

President & Vice-Chancellor,
University of Windsor

Vice-President, Research &
Innovation

Acting Dean, Odette School
of Business

BOARD OF ADVISORS

MARK
DIETRICH

STEPHEN M.
LANIER

MARY ANN
WENZLER

President & CEO, Compute Canada

Vice President for Research, Wayne
State University

Vice President, South West Ontario,
Business Development Bank of Canada

Profiles of EPICentre’s Board
of Advisors can be found on:

epicentreuwindsor.ca/
epic-board-of-advisors
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ROY
VERSTRAETE

DEBBIE
LANDERS

Corporate Director, Executive
Consulting RMV

Vice President, Cognitive Solutions
& IS/BD, IBM Canada

